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of the original equation, since the values of p and q derived from
it have in the inverse process been obtained from that equation.
Let then another relation between the quantities be denoted by
<£(#, y, z, p, j) = 0;
if we can find the form of <3>, we shall be in a position to use this
method of solution.
201. Now the integral of the equation gives z (and therefore
also p and q) as functions of x and y ; whatever these functions
may be, they will, if substituted in the equations F=0 and <& = 0
render them both identities. Let then the values of z, p, q (as
yet unknown) be supposed substituted ; then the partial differential
coefficients of the left-hand members of both equations with regard
to x and y will all vanish, and therefore
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Eliminating ^ between the first pair of these equations, we have
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and eliminating y- between the second pair, we have
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so that from the last two equations, when added together as they
stand, the terms involving these quantities disappear; and the
result may be rearranged and written in the form

